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transference of energy from one instinctive channel to another,
and that acquisition will naturally become active under such
circumstances. When made active it will seek its natural
goal, seizing upon anything within reach.
Adolescents frequently organize themselves into hooligan
gangs whose supreme object in life seems to be war against the
community in general. It has been found that such gangs
are amenable to persuasion and sympathetic treatment, and
that it is possible to redirect the energy expended in this
way into channels of useful social service. A well-organized
school-society will do all that is needed to sublimate such
tendencies.
These few examples may serve to expound and illustrate
our conviction that most of adolescent delinquency is due to
unconscious mental conflict. The corollary of such a view is
that the cure is a resolution of the conflict, a sublimation of
the repressed impulses, and a reintegration of the personality.
Punishment is worse than useless, for it merely serves to in-
tensify the adolescent's conscious or unconscious hostility to
society in general, and to individual representatives of law
and order in particular. The dangers of repressive education
are obvious when we realize that teachers are parent-sub-
stitutes and may easily be the objects of the adolescent's un-
conscious resentment. If educators would understand that
the highly inconvenient forms of behaviour which we have
been discussing cannot be dealt with by assuming that they
are rational, and by browbeating the offender into giving false
reasons, much good might result. We all have a tendency to
rationalize our motives, to give reasons for behaviour of whose
true origin we are really unaware. The psychology of the
unconscious has taught us convincingly that the mainsprings
of behaviour are not to be found in reason, but in the emotional
dispositions, sometimes organized with the main personality,
sometimes isolated. Treatment of delinquencies must be
based on this knowledge. It is not suggested that the teacher
should establish a psychological clinic in the school, and under-
take the duties of psycho-analyst in addition to his ordinary
work; but he can do much by an intelligent application of

